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We study probability distributions over free algebras
of trees. Probability distributions an be seen as parti-
ular (formal power) tree series
[
BR82; EK03
℄
, i.e. map-
pings from trees to a semiring K. A widely studied lass
of tree series is the lass of rational (or reognizable)
tree series whih an be dened either in an algebrai
way or by means of multipliity tree automata. We ar-
gue that the algebrai representation is very onvenient
to model probability distributions over a free algebra of
trees. First, as in the string ase, the algebrai represen-
tation allows to design learning algorithms for the whole
lass of probability distributions dened by rational tree
series. Note that learning algorithms for rational tree se-
ries orrespond to learning algorithms for weighted tree
automata where both the struture and the weights are
learned. Seond, the algebrai representation an be eas-
ily extended to deal with unranked trees (like xml trees
where a symbol may have an unbounded number of hil-
dren). Both properties are partiularly relevant for ap-
pliations: nondeterministi automata are required for
the inferene problem to be relevant (reall that Hidden
Markov Models are equivalent to nondeterministi string
automata); nowadays appliations for Web Information
Extration, Web Servies and doument proessing on-
sider unranked trees.
1 Representation Issues
Trees, either ranked or unranked, arise in many appli-
ation domains to model data. For instane xml dou-
ments are unranked trees; in natural language proess-
ing (NLP), syntati struture an often be onsidered
as treelike. From a mahine learning perspetive, dealing
with tree strutured data often requires to design prob-
ability distributions over sets of trees. This problem has
been addressed mainly in the NLP ommunity with tools
like probabilisti ontext free grammars
[
MS99
℄
.
Weighted tree automata and tree series are powerful
tools to deal with tree strutured data. In partiular,
probabilisti tree automata and stohasti series, whih
both dene probability distributions on trees, allow to
generalize usual tehniques from probabilisti word au-
tomata (or hidden markov models) and series.
Tree Series and Weighted Tree Automata In
these rst two paragraphs, we only onsider the ase of
ranked trees. A tree series is a mapping from the set of
trees into some semiring K. Motivated by dening prob-
ability distributions, we mainly onsider the aseK = R.
A reognizable tree series
[
BR82
℄ S is dened by a nite
dimensional vetor spae V over K, a mapping µ whih
maps every symbol of arity p into a multilinear mapping
from V p into V (µ uniquely extends into a morphism
from the set of trees into V ), and a linear form λ. S(t)
is dened to be λ(µ(t)). Tree series an also be dened
by weighted tree automata (wta). A wta A is a tree au-
tomaton in whih every rule is given a weight in K. For
every run r on a tree t (omputation of the automaton
aording to rules over t), a weight A(t, r) is omputed
multiplying weights of rules used in the run and the nal
weight of the state at the root of the tree. The weight
A(t) is the sum of all A(t, r) for all runs r over t.
For ommutative semirings, reognizable tree series in
the algebrai sense and in the automata sense oinide
beause there is an equivalene between summation at
every step and summation over all runs. It an be shown,
as in the string ase, that the set of reognizable tree
series dened by deterministi wta is stritly inluded
in the set of reognizable tree series. A Myhill-Nerode
Theorem an be dened for wta over elds
[
Bor03
℄
.
Probability Distributions and Probabilisti Tree
Automata A probability distribution S over trees is
a tree series suh that, for every t, S(t) is between 0
and 1, and suh that the sum of all S(t) is equal to 1.
Probabilisti tree automata (pta) arewta verifying nor-
malization onditions over weights of rules and weights
of nal states. They extend probabilisti automata for
strings and we reall that nondeterministi probabilisti
string automata are equivalent to hidden Markov models
(hmms). As in the string ase
[
DEH06
℄
, not all probabil-
ity distributions dened by wta an be dened by pta.
However, we have proved that any distribution dened
by a wta with non-negative oeients an dened by
a pta, too.
While in the string ase, every probabilisti automa-
ton denes a probability distribution, this is no longer
true in the tree ase. Similarly to probabilisti ontext-
free grammars
[
Wet80
℄
, probabilisti automata may de-
ne inonsistent (or improper) probability distributions:
the probability of all trees is less than one. We have
dened a suient ondition for a pta to dene a prob-
ability distribution and a polynomial time algorithm for
heking this ondition.
Towards unranked trees Until this point, we only
have onsidered ranked trees. However, unranked trees
an be expressed by ranked ones using an isomorphism
dened by an algebrai formulation (
[
CDG
+
97
℄
, hap-
ter 8). It onsists in using the right adjontion operator
dened by f(t1, . . . , tn−1)@tn = f(t1, . . . , tn); any tree
an then be written as an expression whose only opera-
tor is @, and thus as a binary tree: e.g., b(a, a, c(a, a))
orresponds to @(@(@(b, a), a),@(@(c, a), a)). wta for
unranked trees an be dened as wta for ranked trees
applied to the algebrai formulation. We all suh au-
tomata weighted stepwise tree automata (wsta).
Hedge automata are automata for unranked trees.
Eah rule of a hedge automaton
[
CDG
+
97
℄
is writ-
ten f(L) → q where L is a regular language of word
with the set of states of the automata as its alphabet.
For weighted hedge automata (wha), the weight of the
rule f(u) → q is the produt of a weight given to the
whole rule f(L) → q and the weight of u aording
to a weighted word automata assoiated to f(L) → q.
WhenK is ommutative,wsta andwha dene the same
weight distributions on unranked trees.
Probabilisti hedge automata an be dened by adding
the same kind of summation onditions than on wha,
but it has yet to be shown that they an be expressed
by pta through algebrai formulation. We don't know
yet weither dening series on unranked trees diretly is
possible, although it an be ahieved using the algebrai
formulation.
2 Learning Probability Distributions
Inferene and Training pta an be onsidered as
generative models for trees. The two lassial inferene
problems are : given a pta A and given a tree t, om-
pute p(t) whih is dened to the sum over all of all p(t, r);
and given a tree t, nd the most likely (or Viterbi) la-
beling (run) rˆ for t, i.e. ompute rˆ = argmax
r
p(r|t). It
should be noted that the inferene problems are relevant
only for nondeterministi pta. The training problem
is: given a sample set S of trees and a pta, learn the best
real-valued parameter vetor (weights assigned to rules
and to states) aording to some riteria. For instane,
the likelihood of the sample set or the likelihood of the
sample over Viterbi derivations. Classial algorithms for
inferene (the message passing algorithm) and learning
(the Baum-Welh algorithm) an be designed for pta
over ranked trees and unranked trees.
Learning Weighted Automata The learning
problem extends over the training problem. Indeed, for
the training problem, the struture of the pta is given
by the set of rules and only weights have to be found.
In the learning problem, the struture of the target au-
tomaton is unknown. The learning problem is: given a
sample set S of trees drawn aording to a target rational
probability distribution, learn a wta aording to some
riteria. If the probability distribution is dened by a de-
terministi pta, a learning algorithm extending over the
unweighted ase has been dened in
[
COCR01
℄
. How-
ever, this algorithm works only for deterministi pta.
We reall that the lass of probability distributions de-
ned by deterministi pta is stritly inluded in the lass
of probability distributions dened by pta
[
Bor03
℄
.
Learning Reognizable Tree Series and thus learn-
ing wta an be ahieved thanks to an algorithm pro-
posed by Denis and Habrard
[
DH07
℄
. This algorithm,
whih benets from the existene of a anonial linear
representation of series, an be applied to series whih
take their values in R or Q to learn stohasti tree lan-
guages. It should be noted that the algebrai view al-
lows to learn probability distributions dened by nonde-
terministi wta. Learning probability distributions for
unranked trees is ongoing work.
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